Lost Alumni, Class of 2012

The Alumni Relations team has lost touch with the alumni below and would like to re-establish contact. The University’s alumni relations programme includes the Old Joe magazine, a range of professional networking and social events, a network of UK and international alumni groups, and opportunities to mentor and offer advice to current or prospective students. If you are listed below, or know somebody who is, it would be of tremendous help to us if you could get in touch to update our records. Our contact details are to the right.

Name | Class Of | Degree
--- | --- | ---
William Burgess | 2012 | MSc Computer Security
Ioan Adrian Crisan | 2012 | DSc Metallurgy and Materials
Jiaming Cui | 2012 | BEng Civil Engineering
Joseph Robert Harris | 2012 | MSc Computer Science
Robin Raffe Pryce Jones | 2012 | MSci Physics
Chang Liu | 2012 | BEng Mechanical Engineering
Jongpil Nam | 2012 | MSc Railway Systems Engineering and Integration
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